STEWART SCHOOL
QUESTION BANK
CLASS –IV
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
_______________________________________________________________________________

TERM - I
CHAPTER-1 NOUNS

Q.1 What is a Noun?
ANS. A noun is the name of a person, a place, an animal or a thing.
Q2. Arrange the following under the correct heading:
UTENSIL
FRUITS

CLOTHES

VEGETABLES

Spoon
banana

jeans

cauliflower

Saucepan
mango

socks

onion

Kettle
Watermelon
Peeler
apple
Bowls
papaya

t-shirt
skirt
gown

beetroot
garlic
bitter gourd

Q.3 Give the correct group name to each of the following common nouns.
1. House is the name of--------- (a place)
2. Boy is the name of----------- (a person)
3. Pup is the name of ------------ (an animal)
4. Doll is the name of -------- (a thing)

5. Fan is the name of ------------ (a thing)
6. Duck is the name of----------- (a bird)
7. Apple is the name of---------- (a fruit)
8. Sunflower is the name of ------ (a flower)
Q.4 Fill in the blanks with the correct common nouns
1. With his ------------hanging from a ----------, the ----------enjoys a---------2. Throw all the---------in the ----------3. Sheena loves--------------very much
4. Johnny loves to polish his ----------

Ans1. tail, tree, monkey, banana, 2. garbage, dustbin. 3. ice cream 4. shoes
CH-2: PROPER NOUNS
*Nouns are naming words
*Common names are called common nouns.
* Proper names are called proper nouns.
1. Write the correct common nouns for every Proper Noun
1. The Bible----------- - (-a holy book)
2. Tamil ---------------- (-a language)
3. Brahmaputra ------- (-a river)
4. Varanasi -------------- (a place)
5. December ------------- (-a month)
6. The Alps ----------------- (-a mountain)

CH-3: COLLECTIVE AND ABSTRACT NOUNS
1. Some nouns stand for groups of people, animals, or things of same
kind are called collective nouns.
Complete the following by using the given collective nouns;
1. A -------- Of monkeys. (Troop)
2. A-----------of singer. (Choir)
3. A-------------of stars. (Cluster)
4. A-----------------of wolves. (Pack)
5. A-------------of keys. (Bunch)
6. A --------------of ships (fleet)
7. A ------------of steps. (Flight)
8. A -------------of players. (Team)
9. A ---------- of people. (Crowd)
10. A --------of sheep. (Flock)
11. A --------of books. (Pile)
12. A--------of mountains. (Range)
13 A-----------of puppies. (Litter)
14. A-------------of birds (flock)
15. A------------of trees. (Grove)
16. A--------------of drawers (chest)
17. A --------------of sailor (crew)
18. A ---------------of fish. (School)
19. A ----------------of geese. (Gaggle)
20. A ------------- ----of sticks (bundle)
* Nouns that refer to qualities and states or that which cannot be seen or
touched but can felt are known as abstract nouns.
2. FILL IN THE BLANKES WITH CORRECT ABSTRACT NOUNS
1. A beautiful women is known for her ---------2. A proud person has ------------3. A brave soldier has ------4. An honest person is proud of his -------5. An innocent child has -----------6. A modest women has ----------

7. A loyal person is sought for his---------------8. A rude person makes himself unpopular because of his --------Ans: (beauty, pride, bravery, honesty, innocence, modesty, loyalty,
rudeness)
CHAPTER-4 SINGULAR AND PLURAL
1. Write and learn:
SINGULAR
PLURAL
Church---------------------------------churches
Boy ---------------------------------------boys
Bus ---------------------------------------buses
Ass----------------------------------------asses
Box--------------------------------------boxes
Watch-------------------------------watches
Army----------------------------------armies
Family ---------------------------------families
Story -----------------------------------stories
Toy -----------------------------------toys
Monkey ----------------------------monkeys
Calf ----------------------------------calves
Thief -------------------------------thieves
Roof--------------------------------roofs
Mango----------------------------mangoes
Foot ----------------------------------feet
Goose------------------------------geese
Child------------------------------children
Ox ----------------------------------oxen
Deer----------------------------------deer
Sheep-----------------------------sheep
Fish-----------------------------------fish
Son –in –law--------------------sons-in-law
Maid-servant--------------------maid-servants
Stepmother-------------------------stepmothers
Leaf ----------------------------------leaves

Tomato ------------------------------tomatoes
Clock ---------------------------------clocks
Watch ----------------------------watches
Mug ---------------------------------mugs
Potato -----------------------------potatoes
Mouse ---------------------------------mice
Shoe ----------------------------------shoes
Match -----------------------------matches
Glove -------------------------------gloves
Biscuit ------------------------------biscuits
Key -----------------------------------keys
Banana -----------------------------bananas
Peach --------------------------------peaches
Stich -----------------------------------stitches
Rope-------------------------------------ropes
Life ------------------------------------lives
Man-------------------------------------men
Eye--------------------------------------eyes
Day--------------------------------------days
Dish ------------------------------------dishes
Chief---------------------------------chiefs
Half-----------------------------------halves
Hero---------------------------------heroes
Q.2 Fill in the blanks with correct words
1. The farmer has a pair of -------- (oxes/oxen)
2. The-------------- (bench/benches) have been painted recently. The paint is wet.
3. One women is present out of five --------- (women/womans)
4. Some-------- (child/children) are playing hockey
5. We say one ------- (bunch/bunches) of --------------- (grape/grapes).
6. The larder is well-stocked with fresh --------- (loaf/loaves) of -------(bread/breads)
7. Some ducks and -------- (goose/geese) are swimming in the pond.
ANS:(oxen,benches,women,children,bunch,grapes,loaves,bread,geese)

CHAPTER-5 COUTABLE NOUNS AND UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS
Q.1Pick the correct noun and write CN for countable and UN for
uncountable noun
1. Orchids are (seeds/flowers/nuts) -----------2. Birds have a (beak/snout/mouth) ---------------3. Trousers are made of (paper/cloth/leather) -----------4. Brush your (hair/scalp/head) --------------5. Spoon is a piece of (crockery/cutlery/goal) -------------------6. This hut is made of (wood/straw/grass) ------------------7. The mirror is made of (plastic/glass/metal).-----------------8. Cricket bats are made of (cork/wood/leather) -----------------------9. A bouquet is made of (leaves/flowers/plants) -----------------10. Rotis are made of (powder/wheat flour/flower) ------------ANS; flower–cn, beak-cn, cloth-un, hair-un, cutlery-cn, straw-un, glass-un, woodun, flowers-cn, wheat flour-un)
Q.2.Tick the correct word
1. some/few sugar
2. many/some milk
3. A little/a few salt
4. many/much eggs
5. some/few rice
6. many/much books
7. A few/a lot of dust
8. a little/few cream
9. much/many noise
10. a lot of/ much price
11. A few/a little water
12. many/much dresses
Ans: some, some, a little, many, some, many, a lot of, a little, much, much, a little,
many)

Q.3FILL IN THE BLANKS WITH THE CORRECT OPTION:
1. ----------- (a large amount of/many)
2. ------------ (many/much) kittens.
3. ------------------ (many/some) milk
4. ---------------- (many/much) smoke.
5. --------------- (many/much) cows.
6. --------------- (a few/a little) oil.
7. ------------------ (a few/a little) pencils.
8. ---------------- (few/little) water.
9. ------------------------ (some/many) rice.
10. --------------------- (many/much) crayons)
ANS: a large amount of, many, some, much, many, a little, a few, little, some,
many)
CHAPTER-6-GENDER
1. Learn and write
MASCULINE------------------------------FEMININE
Boy----------------------------------------girl
Prince------------------------------------princess
Man---------------------------------------woman
Uncle------------------------------------aunt
Son--------------------------------------daughter
King-------------------------------------queen
Lion-----------------------------------lioness
Mother--------------------------------father
Nephew-------------------------------nieces
Master--------------------------------mistress
Bride----------------------------------bridegroom
Q.2 writes some common gender
Ans: baby, child, friend, cousin, person, pupil, teacher, doctor.
Q.3 Write some neuter gender
Ans: house, tree, chair, table, desk, ball

Q.4 Choose the correct word from the bracket
1. This is my (nephew/niece). (He/She) is called Sita
Ans: niece, she
2. His (uncle/aunt) is a widow.(His/Her) husband was a great scholar.
Ans: aunt, her
3. The boy has just come home. Ask (him/her) if (he/she) wants (his/her) dinner.
Ans: him, he, his
4. Her (husband/wife) treated (him/her) nicely.
Ans: husband, her
5. The (king/ queen) lost her bag of gold.
Ans: queen
6. The (gentleman/lady) lost all her money
Ans: Lady
7. The (mother/father) loved his son very much.
Ans: father
8. My sister has one daughter. She is my (nephew/niece)
Ans: niece
CHAPTER-7 VERBS
VERBS are doing words
Q. 1 Complete the sentences with suitable verbs.
1. The wind is--------2. The birds are -----------on the tree.
3. The rain is -----------------from the sky.
4. The water is -------------from the tap.
5. The child is --------------for milk.
6. The choir is -------------beautifully.
7. The train is ----------------out of the station.
8. Children are ----------water on each other.
Ans: howling, chirping, falling, dripping, crying, singing, speeding, splashing.
Q. 2 Circle the correct verbs in the following sentences.

1. Mother and I (go/going) for a walk every day.
2. We are (drink/drinking) orange juice just now.
3. I am (wave/ waving) to my friends in the school-bus.
4. The ship is (sails/sailing) on the sea.
5. The dogs are angry and (bark/barking) at the strangers.
6. The nurses (wear/are) wearing a uniform.
Ans: go, drinking, Waving, sailing, barking, are.

CHAPTER 8: PRONOUNS
Q.1 Replace the nouns with suitable pronouns and rewrite
1. Saima likes mangoes. Mangoes are sweet and juicy.
Ans. They are
2. Rajan is a good sportsman. Rajan plays hockey. Rajan also plays football.
Teacher like Rajan.
Ans. he, he, him
3. Mother is a good cook. Mother loves her family. Mother looks after her family
with love and care.
Ans. she, she,
4. Neelu is a sweet girl. I like Neelu very much. Neelu is not only a friend but my
classmate and neighbor also.
Ans. her, she
5. The games teacher said to the students “students pay attention otherwise the
games teacher will punish the students.
Ans. I, you

Q.2 Fill in the blanks with suitable personal pronouns

1. Look at the house. How_________ burns.
2. _______like Sita because _______ always behaves nicely.
3. Have __________ got a computer, Mansi?
4. Poor Anil! ________liked _______ very much
5. Tell those boys that _________may wait.
6. Tell those girls that ________ must go.
7. Has Mrs. Bose gone?_______ Think this is her purse
8. That hat must belong to _______, sir
9. This is my house_______ needs some repair.
10. ________ am sorry if ___________ have hurt________.
Ans: 1. it, 2.I, she 3.you, 4 .I, him, 5, they. 6, they. 7. I 8.him .9. it 10. I, I, you
Q.3 Rewrite the following sentences by using the correct pronouns
1.Her went to the store with Anita.
Ans: I
2. Six of we had to squeeze in the car.
Ans us
3. Every Sunday Ritu goes to park with them.
Ans them
4. At the store, the cashier gave she some change.
Ans: her
5. I bounced the ball and Jai ran after the ball.
Ans: it.
CHAPTER-9 ADJECTIVES
Q.1 Fill in the blanks
1. The giraffe is so ------2. The mouse is so -------3. Grandmother is -------4. Sanjana is ---------------5. The puppy is --------------6. The cow is --------------ANS: tall, naughty, gentle, young, small, old.

Q.2 Unscramble the words
1 eechfulr= cheerful
2. eedp lube= deep blue
3 htgbir = bright
4. eengr arcept = green carpet
5. lbue oolp = blue pool
6. oveyll = lovely
7. enif = fine
8. fpretec = perfect
Q.3 choose the correct adjective
1. Beautiful means the same as-------2. Tall means the same as---------3. Intelligent means the same as----------4. Polite means the same as-------------5. Courageous means the same as----------(Ans: perfect, big, understandable, courteous, brave,)
Q.3 Fill in the blanks with suitable adjectives
1. as--------as a post
2. as -------as a fox
3. as-----------as a lark
4. as ----------- as a mule
5. as------------------------as a bat
6. as-------------------as a snow
7. as------------------------as a grass
8. as-------------------as a feather
9. as -----------------as a lion
10. as---------------- as an arrow
Ans: deaf, cunning, cheerful, obstinate, blind, white, green, light, brave, straight)

CHAPTER-10 ARTICLES

Q.1 Fill in blanks with articles
1. Once there was___________ ostrich and ________ giraffe
2. I don’t eat with _________ knife and ___________ fork
3. Nitin is _________ intelligent boy, but _________ very timid one.
4. It is said that birds of_________ same feather flock together.
5. __________cow moos and _______ bull bellows.
6. __________ eagle and _________ hawk are both predatory birds.
ANS: 1. An, a 2. A, a, 3.an, a, 4. The 5. A, a 6.an,a
2. Fill in the blanks with a, an, or the
1. ______ orchid of apples and _____ vineyard of grapes adjoin the place where
I have my house.
2. ______ orchid is a rare flower of an unusual shape.
3. _______ British beat _______ Germans in the Second World War.
4. _________ Bible is the holy book of Christians.
5. _________Himalayas are the highest mountain in the world.
6.______sun is the centre of _______solar system.
7. Raju’s father is ________ electrician in ________ Company.
8. Where is __________ USB drive I lent you last week?
9. Their car runs 100Kms __________ hour.
10. I like __________ blue t-shirt over there better than _________ red one.
Ans: 1. An, the, 2.an, 3. The, the. 4. the 5.the.6. the, the 7.an, a 8.the .9. an
10.the,the.
3. Correct the sentences given below and rewrite them.
1. There is a apple and an peer in the fridge but Preeti wants an Banana and an
Peach.
Ans. an apple, a banana
2. I saw an bull and a ox in the field.
Ans. a bull, an ox

3. Sri Lanka is a island country.
Ans. an island
4. A sun has risen and a day is bright.
Ans. The sun, the day
5. Praveen had a egg, an glass of milk and the almond for breakfast.
Ans. An egg,a glass,an almond
______________________________________________________

2ND TERM QUESTION BANK
Chapter -11: Correct word order – a sentence
Q.1 Make meaningful sentence
1. The children in the picture are_____________
2. They all are decorating a______________
3. One little girl is __________
4. One little boy is ___________
5. All the children __________caps.
6. The picture ___________telling us that it is _________
7. Christmas is a___________ of _________
8. Baby Jesus brings ____________and _________for all mankind.
Ans: dancing, Christmas tree, clapping, dancing, wear, is and happy, festival and
joy, hope and peace,
Q.2 Rearrange the words to make a meaningful sentences.
1. Time it Eid is
Ans It is Eid time.
2. Exchanging are greetings Eid they
Ans: They are exchanging Eid greetings.

3. Skull caps are the children wearing
Ans: Children are wearing the skull caps
4. Back seen can at the be mosque a
Ans: A mosque can be seen at the back.
5. New clothes too are the and caps wearing adults
Ans: Adults are wearing new clothes and caps too.
6. white wearing most are people clothes
Ans: Most people are wearing white clothes.
Q.3 joins the two parts to make a complete sentence
1. An octopus
(a) is a game in which children jump over the back of
other children.
2. Leap frog
(b) has a soft body and eight long tentacles
3. Merry-go-round
© is a chinese, straight, tightly filling silk dress with high
neck and short sleeves.
4. The Kimono
(d) has needle like spines on its beak
5. The Cheongsam
(e) is a traditional Japanese dress
6. A hedgehog
(f) is a round platform for children to play on; it is pushed
while the children are sitting on it.
Ans: 1-b,2-a,3-f,4-e,5-c,6-d
CHAPTER-12: SUBJECT AND PREDICATE
Q.1 MATCH
1. An elephant
2. Monkeys
3. The woman
4. Our maid
5. Father
6. The twins
7. Miss Maria
8. Richard
9. Sally
10. Joe

(a) is cooking dinner.
(b) is the laziest woman.
© has a long nose called the trunk.
(d) has long tails.
(e) are helping father mow the grass.
(f) is our new science teacher.
(g) is baking a cake.
(h) is my aunt’s friend.
(i) is feeding the hens.
(j) is boarding a bus.

ANS:1-C,2-D,3-G,4-A,5-J,6-E,7-F,8.-I,9-B,10-H

Q. 2. WRITE THE PREDICATE
1. The gifts___________
2. Santa_____________
3. He___________
4. His bag ____________
5. A tight belt_____________
ANS: are neatly packed, has a long white flowing beard, has a large bag on his
back, is tightly packed with gifts, encircles his pot belly
CHAPTER-13: AM,IS ARE, HAS, HAVE
Q.1 FILL N THE BLANKS
1. This ______ a sunflower.
2. The toy monkey _________a smile on its face.
3. These ________wrist watches.
4. I__________ a footballer.
5. All buses ______tyres.
6. This packet ________milk in it.
7. There ____________water in the well,
8. This __________a roundabout children play on it in a park.
9. A hand ___________five fingers.
10. All trees _____________a trunk branches and leaves.
ANS: is, has, are, am, have, has, is, is, has, have
Q 2 .Tick the correct and cross the wrong verbs
1. There are twelve month in a year.
2. Birds has feathers, wings,and beaks.
3. A car have four wheels
4. This is a car.
5. This boy have a wardrobe full of clothes.
6. The bench is empty.
7. The Ludo are an indoor board game.
8. The table has four legs and a top.

9. The door has a knob.
10. The houses has thatched roofs.
ANS: --2,3,5,7,10 ARE X
Q.3- Fill in the blanks with has or have.
1. Mansi ___time to read us a book.
2. I hope you ________the time to solve my problem.
3. The students’ _______ fun watching the performances acts.
4. He _______a new friend, Rashi.
5. Now, Mohit ________a big smile on his face.
ANS: has, have, have, has, has.
CHAPTER-14: THE PRESENT CONTINUOUS TENSE
1. Underlines the verbs that show continuous action
1. I am writing an essay.
2. The boy is playing with a top.
3. Passengers are waiting for the train.
4. Mother is watching the TV.
5. They are playing hockey.
6. The stars are shining in the sky.
7. The teacher is writing on the blackboard.
8. The sun is shining brightly.
9. The crow is cawing on the roof.
10. The birds are pecking at the corn.
ANS:writing,playing,waiting,watching,playing,shining,writing,shining,cawing,pecking
Q.2. Fill in the blanks
1. The man is ________hoardings on the walls.
2. The tutor is ________mathematics.
3. Father is ______the newspaper.
4. Mother is ___________dinner.
5. The band is ________the National Anthem.

6. The swans are _______gracefully.
7. The crowd is _________loudly.
8. The crew is ________gaily in the boat.
Ans: sticking, teaching, reading, cooking, playing, swimming, shouting, sailing

Q.3 Fill in the blanks with verbs
1. The girls are _____for the school bus.
2. Ranjan is ___________confidently.
3. Ritesh is ________quietly.
4. Jatin is __________clothes.
5. Appu is ___________on his chair.
6. Rakesh is _____his shoelaces.
7. Raman is ______his teeth.
8. Rohit is ____in the pool.
Ans: waiting, bating, walking, wearing, sitting, tying, brushing, and swimming.
Chapter-15: The Simple Past Tense
Q. 1 Change the following from present tense to past tense
1. Live___________ 2. Want ___________
3. Visit __________ 4. Tiptoe__________
5. Pardon__________6. Change__________
7. Tell___________ 8. Complete________
9. Return_______ _10. Catch__________
11. Boil_________ 12. Answer________
Ans: lived, wanted, visited, tiptoed, pardoned, changed, told, completed, returned,
caught, boiled, answered
Q2 Give the past tense form of the following
1. Carry _________
3. Cry__________

2. Grow_________
4. Draw_________

5. Spy________
6. Bring_________
7. Try_________
8. Fall __________
9. Marry ___________ 10. Sell__________
11. Deal___________ 12. Break_________
Ans: Carried, grown, cried, drew, spied, brought, tried, fell or felled, married,
sold, dealt, broke
Q3.Give the past tense form of the following
1. Cut________
2. Teach_______
3. Hit _________
4. Get_________
5. Hear __________
6. Lose________
7. Keep__________
8. Sleep________
9. Bend__________
10. Tell ___________
Ans: Cut, taught, hitted, got, heard, lost, kept, slept, bent, told
CHAPTER 16: THE POSSESSIVES
Q-1Write down the possessive form of the following
1. The name of the girl ___________ (the girl’s name)
2. The paws of the cat________ (the cat’s paw)
3. The song of the girl_________ (the girl’s son)
4. The voice of the child_________ (the child’s voice)
5. The father of the baby___________ (the baby’s father)
6. The crown of the king__________ (the king’s crown)
7. The house of my uncle________ (the uncle’s house)
8. The school of the Ashok_________(the Ashok’s school)
Q-2Write down the possessive form of the following
1. The feet of the peacocks _________ (the peacocks’ feet)
2. The voice of the children__________ (the children’s voice)
3. The songs of the girls__________ (the girls’ songs)
4. The purses of the ladies_________ (the ladies ‘purses)
5. The cries of the babies________ (the babies ‘cries)
6. The feathers of the birds________ (the birds’ feathers)
7. The tails of the foxes_________ (the foxes’ tails)

8. The legs of the buffaloes_________ (the buffaloes’ legs)
Q-3Make the following to plural
1. The child’s shoes________ (the children’s shoes)
2. The lady’s house_________ (the ladies’ houses)
3. The woman’s smile____ (the women’s smile)
4. The man’s clothes_____ (the men’s clothes)
5. The soldier’s home_______ (the soldiers’ homes)
6. The donkey’s tail________ (the donkeys’ tails)
7. The cuckoo‘s song _______ (the cuckoos’ songs)
8. The baby’s cradle___________ (the babies’ cradles)
Q-4 Write the following to short form
1. The doll belonging to Mary ____________ (Mary’s doll)
2. The house belonging to Mr Vikram__________ (Mr. Vikram’s house)
3. The tools used by the carpenter__________ (carpenter’s tools)
4. The uniforms worn by the soldiers__________ (soldiers’ uniforms)
5. The toys belonging to the girls_________ (girls’toys)
6. The nests built by the swallows____________ (swallows’nests)
7. The car owned by the lad______________ (lad’s car)
8. The shop kept by the baker_____________ (baker’s shop)
Q.5. Possessive pronouns
1. I own that puppy; it is __________ (mine)
2. You own that puppy; it is ___________ (yours)
3. He owns that puppy; it is ____________ (his)
4. She owns that puppy; it is ____________ (her)
5. We own that puppy; it is ____________ (ours)
6. They own that puppy; it is ___________ (theirs)
Q. 6. Rewrite the sentences
Eg. The horse belongs to us ------ The horse is ours
1. Those shoes belong to him____________ (those shoes are his)
2. That new bicycle belongs to her___________ (that new bicycle is hers)
3. These pictures belong to them__________ (these pictures are theirs)

4. This table belongs to me_____________ (this table is mine)
5. Those gloves belong to you______________ (those gloves are yours)
CHAPTER -17: ADVERBS
Q-1.Fill in the blanks with suitable adverbs of manner
1. Sam drive the car _________ (slowly)
2. Students wrote ________in their exercise book. (Neatly)
3. The band played__________ (nicely)
4. The nurse tended the patients __________. (Carefully)
5. Sandy solved the sums____________ (correctly/quickly)
6. We should live ___________with our neighbors. (Friendly)
7. The crowd shouted ___________ (loudly)
8. He played the flute____________ (well)
2. Fill in the blanks with suitable adverbs of time
1. I have to leave __________ (today)
2. We visited an orphanage ___________ (yesterday)
3. He will arrive ____________ (today)
4. The newspaper arrives____________ (daily)
5. We are going to watch a movie___________ (now)
3. Fill in the blanks with suitable adverbs of place
1. They built a house__________. (There)
2. She took the child___________. (Outside)
3. I searched _________ I could think of. (Every where)
4. What are you doing ___________? (There)
5. Mary fell _____________ from the bus. (Out)
4. Replace them with appropriate adverbs:
1. He takes a bath____________. (Now and then)
2. He is able to solve difficult sums__________. (Without any difficulty)
3. The thief entered the house_________. (Without making any noise)
4. I watch movies____________. (Without any gap)
5. The first aid was given _______________. (Without wasting any time)

CHAPTER -18: PREPOSITIONS
1. Fill in the blanks with corrects prepositions
1. He was helped ____________ his friend ____________solid monetary
support. (By, with)
2. He lives _________ Chandni Chowk ___________ Delhi. I have often seen
him roaming around late_________ night. (At, in, at)
3. There is hard feeling ___________ the two governments but plenty of
goodwill ___________the people. (Between, among)
4. ________being means he is also stupid. The two friends sat ____________
each other and exchanged pleasantries. (Besides, beside)
5. It has been ages _________we met, ‘said Anil to Ajay. “Why don’t you come
to my place _________the summer vacation?” said Ajay (since, during)
6. I have been waiting for you___________ morning. I will start attending the
office __________ Monday onwards. (Since, from)
7. The money was divided ___________ the two partners but the sweets were
distributed ___________ the workers. (Between, among)
8. He hid _________ the bushes but the officer was able to see him
__________ them. (Behind, through)
9. We watched the movie ____________ midnight. Wait here __________ I
come back (until, till).
10. She lives in a room _____________ a large window. Apes are large monkeys
but _______ a tail. (With, without).
2. Fill in the blanks with correct prepositions:
1. Mala likes wearing a string of beads_______________ her neck. (Around)
2. He wrapped the blanket ______________ him. (Round)
3. In the distance ______________ the river, was a small town. (Beyond)
4. Someone is hiding __________ the bed. (Under)
5. The train is passing __________ a tunnel. (Through)
6. They drove __________ the lake. (Towards)
7. The Sharmas live on the floor ___________ ours. (Beneath)
8. It is so relaxing to walk____________ the sea shore. (Along)
9. I was thinking __________ you. (About)
10. There is a goat ______________ the sheep. (Among)

3. Fill in the blanks with correct prepositions;
1. The fly is ________ the girl’s head. (Above)
2. The chair is ____________ the bed. (Behind)
3. The duck is hiding __________ the bed. (Under)
4. The socks are ______ the girl. (Near)
5. The girl is _________ the duckling and the socks. (Between)
6. The book is __________ the bed. (On)
CHAPTER 19: CONJUNCTIONS
1. Fill in the blanks with proper conjunctions:
1. It is hot during the day _________ cold at night. (But)
2. Jayanti ___________ Mala enjoyed the circus. (And)
3. I cannot eat anymore _____________ I am not hungry. (Because)
4. Will you have an apple ___________ an orange? (Or)
5. I cannot take any ice cream ____________ I have got a cold. (Because)
6. Is Balu a monkey __________ a bear. (Or)
7. Check __________ anyone is left out___________ you start the bus. (It,
when)
8. Both Meera _________ Savita are good singers.(and)
2. Choose correct conjunction:
1. ________________ (until/since/ in case) we do not have any idea of the
route, we should ask for directions. (Since)
2. _________________ (As soon as/because/while) you finish your homework,
go out to play. (As soon as)
3. I ate two platefuls of rice ____________ (and/but/because) I was very hungry.
(Because)
4. I bought mangoes ___________ (but/and/or) melons. (And)
5. I will visit you __________(when/while /if) I have time.(when)
6. Do you want tea ___________ (and/or/but) coffee? (Or)
7. You can change your dress ___________ (since/if/when) you want to. (if)
8. I invited my friends for a picnic _____________ (and/but/if) they didn’t
come.(but)

9. She stole the money____________ (since/for /because) her brother needs to
pay his school fees. (Because)
10. He came home dripping wet _______________ (when/as/while) it was
raining heavily when he left school. (While)
3. Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunction.
1. I had an apple, an egg ____________ a glass of milk for breakfast. (And)
2. My friend __________ I was talking in the class. (And)
3. Will it rain tonight ___________will there be a thunderstorm? (Or)
4. Mother was angry ___________ Jatin broke the flower pot. (Because)
5. It is sensible to remain quiet ___________ you do not know the answer.
(Since)
6. ___________ I was a child, I lived in Dubai. (When)
7. Let us wait here ___________ the rain stops. (Since)
8. This is a short ____________ an interesting story. (Yet)
CHAPTER-20: QUESTIONS
Q.1 Answer the following questions
1. Which school do you study in?
Ans: I study in Stewart school Bhubaneswer.
2. Where do you live in the city?
Ans; I live in Nayapalli.
3. When do you do your homework?
Ans: I do my homework in the evening.
4. Who is your best friend?
Ans; Rahul is my best friend.
5. Why are you late to school today?
Ans:I am late today because my auto man came late.
6. How do you come to school?
Ans: I come to school by Auto
7. Do you enjoy reading English?
Ans: Yes, I enjoy a lot.
8. Have you bought any new comic?
Ans: No, I haven’t.

9. Are you interested in sports?
Ans; yes, I’m interested in sports.
10. Will you come with me to the market?
Ans: yes, I will come with you.
Q2 Make suitable questions
Ans1 My school is about 2 km away from my house.
Q. Where is your school?
ANS 2-I go to school by school bus.
q. How do you go to school?
Ans 3. The school timings are from 8 in the morning to 2 in the afternoon.
q. What is your school timing?
Ans 4. My father is alawyer.
q. What is your father doing?
Ans 5 I am enjoying watching Animal Plant.
q. What are you watching?
Ans6. I try to help my mom by keeping my room tidy.
q. How do you help your mom?
Ans7 Collecting stamps and playing cricket are hobbies.
q. What is your hobby?
Ans 8 I take part in all sports activities.
q. Do you take part in sports?
Ans 9 I go to bed early and rise early in the morning.
q. What time do you go to bed and rise?
Ans 10 I do not watch TV for more than one hour.
q. How long do you watch TV?
CHAPTER-21: PUNCTUATION
Q 1 Use punctuation mark and capital letters
1. mohan met me at the station last Sunday
Mohan met me at the station last Sunday.
2. ashok and peter went to agra to see the taj mahal
Ashok and Peter went to Agra to see the Taj Mahal.
3. hindus muslims Sikhs and Christians live together in india
Hindu ,Muslim, Sikhs and Christians live together in India.

4. mother hadto go to hospital she had heart problems
Mother had to go to Hospital she had heaert problems.
5. hari lalit and bali all came to see me
Hari,Lalit and Bali all came to see me.
6. it is a fine idea let us hope that it is going to work
It is a fine idea let us hope, that it is going to work.
7. lion tigers and leopards all belong to the cat family
Lions, tigers and leopards all belong to the cat family.
Paragraph writing: (word limit- 100-120)
1. A visit to a zoo
2 Most memorable birthday
3. My favorite Movie.
4. A rainy day.
5. The season you like the most
6. An Indian farmer
7. Your favourite festival.
8. If I were a soldier.

Letter writing:
1. You have come to know from your father that your grandfather was suffering
from fever. Write a letter to your grandfather asking him about his health.
2. Write a letter to your brother, suggesting him what he should read during the
vacation.
3. You went to your village to spend a vacation with your parents. Write a letter
to your city friend describing the luxury of a village life.
4. You have a friend who lives in a city. You like to enroll at one of the best
school in that city. Write a letter to your friend asking for advice and assistance in
contacting an appropriate school.
________________________________________________________

